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Abstract-In the last decade e-lecturing has become more and more popular .Conference amount of
video data in the World Wide Web (WWW) is growing rapidly. Therefore, video retrieval on the
World Wide Web or a classroom a more efficient method for Video files are urgently needed. This
paper presents an automated method great video indexing and searching video Conference video
files. First, use the automatic segmentation and video keyframe detection, to provide a visual cues
Video content for navigation. Subsequently, application metadata extract teletext OCR (OCR) for
track keyframes presentation and automatic speech recognition (ASR). In the OCR and ASR
Transcripts and type detection line of text on the slide using keywords extracted from these two
videos and segment level Keyword extraction video browsing and content-based search. The
performance and effectiveness of the proposed Indexing function is tested by evaluating Keyword
extraction video browsing and content-based search.
Keywords - Lecture videos, automatic, content-based video search,video indexing, lecture video
archives.
I.INTRODUCTION
It is difficult to manually index and retrieve from large video repository difficult to search with in
long video clips in order to find portions of segments that the user might interested [1]. Semantic gap
between low-level information extracted from the video and the user’s need to meaningfully interact
with it on a higher level.to find lecture in video archive rather than finding the proper position of
desired keyword in video stream. The growth of e-learning video data required more efficient
content based retrieval mechanism for video lectures. Is provide automatic indexing of lecture videos
and find semantically appropriate part of the lecture video[2][3].

Fig 1.Content Based Video Retrieval

II. EXISTING SYSTEM
Wang et al. proposed an approach for lecture video indexing based on automated video segmentation
and OCR analysis. The proposed segmentation algorithm in their work is based on the differential
ratio of text and background regions. With thresholds they try to capture the slide transition. To
determine the final segmentation results Synchronous shift detected key frames and associated text
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books which calculate the text similarity between them as an indicator. The final segmentation result
is strongly dependent on the quality of the OCR result. It might be less efficient and imply
redundancies, when only poor OCR result is obtained [6].
Grcar et al. introduced VideoLectures.net in which is a digital archive for multimedia
presentations.Also apply a synchronization process between the recorded lecture video and the
presentation slide , which has to be provided by presenters. The slide format and the synchronization
with an external document are not required [7].
Tuna et al. presented their approach for lecture video indexing and search. They segment lecture
videos Key frames by using global Rahmendifferentmetrics.Then standard OCR software is used for
text entry Metadata of shift streams, it to improve some image processing technology, use the OCR
Score[8].
Jeong et al. proposed a lecture video segmentation method using Scale Invariant Feature Transform
(SIFT) feature and the adaptive threshold in. In their work SIFT feature is used to measure the slides
with similar content. Use adaptive threshold selection algorithm is used to detect transitions[9].
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
Proposed system has an Administrator, who gives the input video to the system. After that apply
ASR for Content Audio Retrieval and also identify and splitting the video into frames. Using ASR
convert audio into text and also extract the segment level keywords and stored into the database.
User searches the input query onto the database. If user query found then provide the result as a
clustered based video.
It mainly contains following modules:
1. Capturing Frames from input video
2. Frame Classification
3. Use OCR Algorithm for Optical Character Reorganization from Each Frame of Input Video
4. Automatic Speech Reorganization for all Audio output from Input Video
5. Video and Segment Level Keywords are extracted using Output of step 3 & 4 for content based

Fig 2. System Architecture

Adaptive Thresholding:
In this Heuristic algorithm method following seven steps.
1. Smooth the image by average filtering.
2. Derive the gray-level gradient magnitude.
3. Apply thresholding and a thinning algorithm to the gradient.
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4. Magnitude to find the object boundary points.
5. Sample the smoothed image at the boundary points as thelocal thresholds.
6. Interpolate the threshold surface by the sampled localthresholds.
7. Segment the image by the threshold surface.
8. Remove the ghost objects by a validation process.
Video Parsing Manipulation of whole video for breakdown into key frames. Video Indexing
Retrieving information about the frame for indexing in a database.Video Retrieval and browsing.
Users access the database through queries. The segmentation of the video including the border shot
detection, extraction of the key image, scene segmentation and audio segmentation, extracting key
frames static features, objects, audio functions and motions, exploration video data, the classification
of the video and annotation, including video search interface, similarity measure, the video retrieval
and relevance feedback.
Search engines are essential tools to find the desired or the most relevant information in internet.
search engines can take a key advantage from using Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) and
Natural LanguageProcessing (NLP) technologies, since they allow to transcribe and enrich spoken
documents, thus leading to more accurate indexes and more focused search results. To accomplish
this objective, multimedia files must be processed off-line and their contents indexed to allow
efficient search.
Content based video retrieval (CBVR) has wide range of applications such as consumer domain
applications, quick browsing of video folder, digital museums, news event analysis, video inspection,
and educational applications [4].
Key Frame Extraction:There are great redundancies among the frames in the same shot certain
frames that better reflect the shot contents are selected as key frames to succinctly represent the shot.
The features used for key frame extraction include colors (particularly the color histogram), edges,
shapes, optical flow. Current approaches to extract key frames are classified into six categories:
sequential comparison-based, global comparison-based, reference frame-based, clustering based,
curve simplification based, and object/event-based.
Video Mining: A process of finding correlations and patterns previously unknown from large video
databases. The task of video data mining is, using the extracted features, to find structural patterns of
video contents, behavior patterns of moving entity, content characteristics of a scene, occurrence
patterns and their associations, and other video semantic knowledge for intelligent video application
such as reaching video retrieval.
Query and Retrieval:Once video indexes are obtained, content-based video retrieval can be
performed. Upon receipt of a query is not a similarity measure method, based on the indexes to
search for candidate videos according to the query. The search results can be optimized according to
relevance feedback.
IV.MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Problem Description:
Let S be a technique for Retrieval of video from Database
S = { I,F,O }
Where I represents the set of inputs :
I = { D,W }
D = Set of Requirements for Retrieval of Video
W = Total Methods for retrieval of Video
F is the set of functions:
Where F = { T,F,M }
T = Data Collection from OCR
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F = Data Collection from ASR
M = Threshold Comparison
O is the set of outputs:
O={C}
C = Retrieved Video
Let,
I1(d) = Set of methods for retrieval of video.
I2(w) = Set of total methods for retrieval of video.
I3(t) = Set of data collection from OCR.
I4(f) = Set of data collection from ASR.
I(d) = F (m)U I1(d)........| ∀t ε w ε mε d |
I1(d)=I2(w)U I3(t)U I4(f).........(1)
Where,
I1(d)=I2(w)U I3(t)U I4(f).........from(1)
F(m) = threshold comparison.
I1(d)→I3(t)................(2)
I2(d)→ I4(t)→ F(m)....................(3)
I2(d)→ I4(f)→ F(m).............(4)

Fig 3.Venn Diagram

V. RESULT
The input video to the system. After that apply ASR for Content Audio Retrieval and also identify
and splitting the video into frames. After applying the ASR convert audio into text and also extract
the segment level keywords and stored into the database. User searches the input query onto the
database. If user query found then provide the result as a Clustered based video.

A) OCR Keyword Length
B) ASR Keyword Length
Fig 4 .Segment Level Results

CONCLUSION
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To manually and automatically extracted exhibit greater slide text retrieval accuracy when compared
to manually and automatically transcribe spoken text. An approach to content-based lecture indexing
and retrieval of video in a large lecture video archives. In order to verify the hypothesis we search
the application of visual resources as well as audio from videos of the lecture Extract metadata
automatically based on content. The study conducted. The usability and tool the search function will
be performed in the video portal site video lecture. Automated annotation of OCR and use of open
data associated resources provides an opportunity for enhance the size of the educational resources
linked to a large extent. Thus more efficient search and recommendation the method can be placed in
the archives lecture video.
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